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1.- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
OptIntegral develops and demonstrates LED displays for advertisement manufactured by inmould hybrid integration of TOLAE electronics and photonics components. The aim of the
project is to prove the flexibility and sustainability of the novel manufacturing process enabling
a diversity of LED display products competitive with EU-labour costs. Three different large area
displays have been developed in the project’s framework: 3D glasses free, light-pipe and
backlight, will be demonstrated by three SMEs.
The novel manufacturing process combines Roll-to-Sheet and Roll-to-Roll of flexible electronics
with In-mould hybrid integration of the optoelectronics with the optics. The novel displays harvest
the intrinsic TOLAE benefits with thin, light weight, and bendable structures; and the specific inmould integration benefits of automating the current manual assembly with high reproducibility
and yield and enabling new optical design concepts that bring better display resolution, lower
costs and energy savings.
This deliverable compiles all dissemination and communication actions and materials
delivered during the second year of the project and outline the communication activities
planned for the second half of this year until the end of the project in January 2018. Among
the actions planed for the following months, this deliverable puts together all seminars, fairs and
congresses in which all partners will present OptIntegral project, as well as sketches the
organization of a workshop together with the European TOLAE cluster and an open series
of webinars about different optic design, printing and over-moulding injection processes used
within the project.
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2.- INTRODUCTION
Dissemination and communication refer to the process of making the results and public
deliverables of a project available to the stakeholders and to the wider audience. Dissemination is
essential for take-up, and take-up is crucial for the success of the project and for the sustainability
of outputs in the long term. All activities should have a purpose, and support or inform project’s
development in some way.
OptIntegral dissemination and communication strategy aims at raising awareness of as many
relevant actors as possible on the activities and results derived from the project in order to:




Promote and position the project results.
Reach and engage with industry actors, professionals and society at large (general public).
To support the exploitation of project results.

OptIntegral bared in mind the aforementioned objectives in all communication activities
executed during the first two years of the project. All partners will continue working for the
same main purpose until the end of the project.
It is worth noting that, in order to protect the commercial interests of the industrial
participants, the communication of intermediate results related to OptIntegral is being done
gradually to the public, according to the project’s results and taking care of IPR protection.
In that case, partners will decide which part of the project’s information is to be protected by
patents, copyright or trade secrets and which part of the above information is suitable for
dissemination.

3.- DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES
A detailed compilation of all communication activities done by all partners during the
second year of the project is presented below, including, among others, all conferences given
and all seminars, fairs and congresses in the field of the project attended.
On the other hand, all future activities by all partners are outlined in order to produce a
specific calendar of communications actions. The most important activities considered for
disseminating the project during the third year are to continue participating in national and
international fairs, update the project promotional materials (brochure and poster), to participate
and collaborate in the organization of a workshop with the European TOLAE cluster and
organize a series of open webinars with the participation of different partners about the
innovative project’s processes.
Activities for the third year of the project will focus on communicating the benefits and
market applications of the three demonstrators developed within the project, as well as sharing
knowledge about the new manufacturing processes used with other industries of the printing
electronics and lightning sector.

3.1.- OptIntegral website
The project website (http://optintegral.eu/), launched in summer 2015 and defined in Deliverable
7.1: Project Public Webpage due for Month 3, has served since its creation as the main
information platform for users interested in knowing more about OptIntegral and as a showcase
material for all partners communication activities. The website displays the project’s basic
information, objectives, benefits and other basic information about the project.
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The website platform was designed following the corporate visual identity of the project and to
give access to the project’s private area aimed at enhancing internal communication and file
sharing within the consortium.
Regarding the Content Management System used, the website was developed using WordPress
to easily and quickly publish the content and was optimized for the main browsers and supports
(computers, mobile phones and tablets). The OptIntegral website has installed Google Analytics
in the platform’s back end to monitoring all the traffic and obtain, periodically, reports about the
site’s performance.
The website has been updated regularly during the past two years but suffered a major update
on April 2017 to include information about the main events and conferences attended by partners
and news about the latest project meetings. For this specific purpose, the website’s menu was
arranged, removing the section “Downloads” and “News and Events” and creating two new
sections “Meetings”, compiling news articles about the project’s meetings, and “Events and
Conferences”, putting together the main events and conferences attended by date. See Figure 1
and 2 to see the content of the two new pages.

Figure 1: Screenshot page "Events and Conferences"
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Figure 2: Screenshot page "Meetings"

Another major update is planned by the end of the project in January 2018 in order to reflect
that OptIntegral is a finalized project. This update will include adding information about the
demonstrators in the “About OptIntegral” section, mentioning its main characteristics and market
applications, and a link to download the new version of the brochure that will be designed.
In addition, during the final update, more content will be added to the sections “Meetings” and
“Events and Conferences” and creating a new tab for displaying the project’s media coverage will
be considered.
The website will be maintained and updated for two years after the finalization of the project for
commercialization and exploitation purposed of the project results, as well as serve as a showcase
for reaching partners and collaborators for other projects in the same field.

3.2.- Presence in fairs and congresses
Project participants have attended to industrial specialized congresses or other relevant fairs
or exhibitions to present publicly the project results. All these actions were used to make
OptIntegral visible to the industry and broader public. This helped raising awareness about the
OptIntegral goals amongst both the specialised audiences and the general public.
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Throughout the second year of the project partners exhibited and presented the project in 7 venues,
highlighting:


iMiD 2016 16th International Meeting on Information Display - 23-26 August, 2016
The IMiD has been held every year since 2001
in Korea and organized by the Korean
Information Display Society (KIDS), the Society
for Information Display (SID) and the Korea
Display Industry Association (KDIA). The
iMiD is a premier conference with more than
1,800 attendees every year, where many
academic, industry, and business leaders meet,
publish R&D results and share knowledge of
information displays.

Figure 3: OptIntegral brochures
displayed at the iMiD

OptIntegral brochures were displayed at the conference booth (see figure 3). On the
other hand, Holografika delivered a presentation about “3D immersion without
headgear” (see Annex).



International Exhibition for the Printed Electronics Industry (LOPEC)5-7 April, 2016
The International Exhibition for the Printed
Electronics Industry (LOPEC) is the world's
leading communication platform in the field of
printed electronics. Researchers, scientists, and end
users from across the globe come together to discuss
the latest research findings, as well as the challenges
facing businesses.

Figure 4: Cover of the presentation
given at LOPEC 2016

During the exhibition, Jukka Tappani Mäkinen
from VTT delivered the oral presentation “Optical
features on printed electronics by hybrid
integration”.
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Day of Photonics Event - 20 October, 2016
Biennial international event that promotes “photonics”
towards the general public hold in Budapest, Hungary.
Companies, research organizations, and organizations
involved in photonics reach out to their communities to
raise awareness about what is photonics and why it is
important, and promote the role of their organization in
the photonics ecosystem and value chain.
Holografika attended the event and distributed brochures
among attendees.
Figure 5: Attendee reading
OptIntegral’s brochure

Below, there is the complete list of fairs and conferences OptIntegral partners attended in 2016:
DATE

Feb 2016

Apr 2016
Jul 2016
Aug 2016

Sep 2016

EVENT

AV and Systems
Integration Tech
Specialists
International
Exhibition for the
Printed Electronics
Industry
Hot Topics in 3D
16th International
Meeting on
Information
Display
The International
Conference on
Flexible and Printed
Electronics (ICFPE
2016)

AUDIENCE

LOCATION

PARTNER

TYPE OF
DISSEMINATION

Tech
specialists

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

MEGA /
LUMY

Flyers

Industry,
academia

Munich,
Germany

VTT

Oral presentation
to a scientific
event, flyers

Researchers

Seattle, USA

Holografika

Flyers

Academic,
Industry
leaders

Jeju, Korea

Holografika

Oral presentation
to a scientific
event, flyers

Industry,
academia

Yonezawa
City, Japan

VTT

Oral presentation
to a scientific
event, flyers

Sep 2016

In mold
electronics
conference

Industry, tech
specialists

Barcelona,
Spain

Eurecat

Oral presentation

Oct 2016

Day of Photonics
Event

Students

Budapest,
Hungary

Holografika

Flyers

Since the beginning of the project, OptIntegral partners addressed the necessity to present the
project not just in national and European fairs and congresses but also in large international events
as the technologies used for the project catch a lot of attention by industry leaders worldwide.
Therefore, partners showcased the project across Europe, Asia and the US, where the
printing electronics and lightning sector is very strong.
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During the first semester of 2017, partners have attended the following fairs and congresses:
DATE

Jan 2017

Mar 2017

Apr 2017

May 2017

May 2017

May 2017
May 2017

Jun 2017

Jun 2017

Jun 2017

EVENT

Global Shapers
(World Economy
Forum)
International
exhibition for the
printed electronics
industry (LOPEC
2017)
International
Girls' Day
Printed
electronics
Europe
Optics &
Photonics Days
2017
BulLight 2017
Construmat
Exhibition
IMAPS Nordic &
IEEE CPMT
Nordic 2017
Conference on
Microelectronics
Packaging
GPU Day 2017 The Future of
Many-Core
Computing in
Science
Automotive
Interiors

AUDIENCE

LOCATION

PARTNER

TYPE OF
DISSEMINATION

Young
professionals

Budapest,
Hungary

Holografika

Flyers, exhibition

Industry, science

Munich,
Germany

VTT

Posters

Secondary school
girls interested in
technical studies
for higher
education

Hungary

Holografika

Oral presentations
to a wider public

Industry, science

Berlin,
Germany

VTT

Industry, science

Oulu, Finland

VTT

Sozopol,
Bulgaria

MEGA and
LUMY

Barcelona,
Spain

Eurecat

Flyers

Industry, science

Gothenburg,
Sweden

VTT

Oral Presentations
to a scientific
event

Scientists,
developers

Budapest,
Hungary

Holografika

Oral Presentations
to a scientific
event

Industry and
potential end
users

Stuttgart,
Germany

Eurecat

Flyer

Tech specialists
and marketing
people
Industry,
academia

Exhibitions
Oral Presentations
to a scientific
event
Oral Presentations
to a scientific
event
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Some highlighted events where OptIntegral has already been presented include:


Global Shapers (World Economy Forum) - 19 January, 2017
The Global Shapers is a network of Hubs
developed and led by young people who are
exceptional
in
their
potential,
their
achievements and their drive to make a
contribution to their communities.
Holografika presented the project on January’s
Global Shapers event held in Budapest,
Hungary and distributed brochures among
attendees.



Figure 6: Attendees commenting
OptIntegral's brochure

Printed Electronics Europe – 10-11 May, 2017
Printed Electronics Europe is the only event focused on
the commercialisation of printed, organic and flexible
electronics. The exhibition addresses end-user
requirements and the latest diverse technology
capability.
VTT attended the exhibition and showcased the
WrapLight demonstrator, part of the project’s results.
Figure 7: WrapLight
demonstrator shown at Plastic
Electronics Europe



Construmat Exhibition – 24-26 May, 2017
Construmat Exhibition brings together the present
and the future of the construction sector, covering
discussions, debates, exhibitions and business.
In this year edition, Eurecat included OptIntegral in
the brochure they brought to Construmat Exhibition
as an example of advanced materials for the
construction sector.

Figure 8: Screenshot of the
page of the brochure
mentioning OptIntegral.
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Regarding the events partners plan to attend in the last months of the project (2017/2018), find
a detailed list below:
DATE

EVENT

AUDIENCE

LOCATION

PARTNER

TYPE OF
DISSEMINATION

Jul 2017

OPTOEL17

Spanish
scientists

Santiago de
Compostela,
Spain

SNELL

Poster

Oct 2017

Display Summit 2017

USA, Sterling,
Virginia

Holografika

Oral Presentations
to a scientific
event

Oct 2017

EQUIPLAST

Barcelona,
Spain

Eurecat

TBD

Nov 2017

METALMADRID
+COMPOSITE SPAIN

Madrid, Spain

Eurecat

TBD

Feb 2018

Integrated Systems Europe

Holografika

Exhibitions

May 2018

SID Display Week, I-Zone

Holografika

Exhibitions

Scientists,
developers,
customers
Industry,
science
Industry,
consumers
Professionals,
customers
Professionals,
investors

Netherlands,
Amsterdam
Los Angeles,
USA

Different communications materials including posters, brochures and presentations will be
used to disseminate the project in the aforementioned events. On the other hand, once the
demonstrators are ready partners will be able to exhibit them in these venues.

3.3.- Conferences / Seminars
Partners also participated/organized conferences and seminars taking place worldwide in order to
present the project to industry leaders and tech specialists.
Below, there is the list of conferences / seminars partners did in 2016 and the ones planed
for the rest of this year and until the end of the project. The organization of other conferences
will be evaluated throughout the project’s development to further engage with the industry
community and potential customers.
NAME

AUDENCE

LOCATI
ON

PARTNER

TYPE OF
DISSEMINATION

Mar 2016

Fraunhofer EMFT

Companies from
healthcare and
automotive
markets
interested in
new TOLAEenabled product
developments.

Munich,
Germany

Eurecat

Presentation

Nov 2016

Dissemination
and investigation
of area of interest
at 3D VR project
development
center at Huawei

Industry

Munich,
Germany

Holografika

Oral Presentations
to a scientific event

Mar 2017

National seminar
on: "Energy
Problems and
Natural Lighting"

Tech specialists

Bulgaria,
EU

MEGA and
LUMY

Oral Presentations
to a scientific event

DATE
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Nov 2017
Dec 2017

VTT /NEO
showroom demos
Holografika
showroom demos

Invited partners

Sweden

VTT /NEO

Exhibition

Invited partners

Hungary

Holografika

Exhibition

3.4.- Workshops and Trainings
Attending and organizing workshops and adhoc trainings has been recognized as a key
activity to share the project’s results and
create synergies among other similar projects,
potential funders and partners, as well as open
up the project’s results to the specialized
audience interested in the project’s innovative
technology.
At the beginning of the project, partners
agreed on develop training contents to
provide training services after the project to
ensure the novel process deployment and
maximise the project impact. With those
training activities, the project results will be
transferred to interested SMEs and research
teams by the end of the project.

Figure 9: Liceth Rebolledo, OptIntegral's project
coordinator, during her presentation at the 5th KO-EU
NanoWorkshop.

In 2016, OptIntegral participated in the 5th
KO-EU NanoWorkshop and Summit as a project selected by the European Commission. At the
workshop, which took place in October 2016 in Seul, Korea, the project coordinator Liceth
Rebolledo presented the project’s novel in-mould hybrid integration for displays manufacturing
in front of members from the industry sector, academia and the EC.
For 2017, OptIntegral partners have planned two training activities, one workshop and a
series of two webinars about different optic design, printing and over-moulding injection
processes used in the project as a good way to share the knowledge acquired among the industry
community and anybody interested in the TOLAE technology.
The industrial workshop, titled as “Thin, Organic and Large Area Electronics
Technologies” is expected to take place on October 24-25 2017 in Desden, Germany, in the
Fraunhofer’s facilities and will bring together partners from 11 Horizon 2020 funded projects
working on TOLAE technology, including OptIntegral. The workshop will give an overview of
the latest results of the European TOLAE projects ALABO, Happiness, LOMID, LORIX,
LUMENTILE, PiScale, ROLL-OUT, TransFlexTeg, SmartEEs and Optintegral. The workshop,
held by the European TOLAE cluster, will be open for everybody interested in this emerging
electronics technology.
Apart from organizing the workshop together with other TOLAE projects, the consortium plans
to organize a series of two online training webinars with the participation of different project
partners, who will share their expertise on a particular process or technology used/developed
within the project.
The training webinars, planned to be delivered by November 2017, date to be determined, will
include only contents agreed with the consortium in an overall exploitation strategy ensuring the
project participants exploitation interests. Contents will be addressed to a specialized audience
with different levels of knowledge so it is proposed a more general webinar about TOLAE and
another more technical.
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Therefore, the training will be organized in two big training blocks including the following
contents:
Webinar 1: “TOLAE’ potential for displays and standards compliance”



The potential of TOLAE based ad displays for meta-communication. Led by UBATH.
Standards compliance for TOLAE based displays. Led by UNE.

Webinar 2: “Novel TOLAE applications and procedures”





Application of flexible optoelectronics labels. Led by VTT.
Hybrid in-mould integration procedures for TOLAE applications. Led by EUT.
The potential of plastic optics design for TOLAE applications. Led by SNELL.
LED management in TOLAE applications. Led by LUMY.

As the amount of contents per webinar differs, the webinar “TOLAE’ potential for displays and
standards compliance” it is proposed to last about 40 minutes (15-20 minutes by partner plus
questions) and webinar “Novel TOLAE applications and procedures” would last between 1 hour
and 1 hour and a half. A more accurate usage of time will be determined in the following months.
Partners aim to have about 25 attendees per webinar, selected between partners in the
consortium and external contacts relevant to the topics. Partners will also publicize the webinar
though their corporate channels. Eurecat will prepare communication materials to announce the
webinars in order to boost registrations from external members interested in the webinar’s topic.
Partners will also promote the webinar in their own corporate channels using the same messages
or adapting those to their audience.
Training blocks will be prepared in English during the project, to be then translated to different
languages after the project (e.g. Spanish, Finnish, Bulgarian and Italian). The content for the two
webinars could be developed by each partner for customized courses or workshops adapted to
different training needs and demands.
Regarding the platform, Eurecat will be responsible for finding the right platform for delivering
the webinars, either a free or paid conference/webinar software or in a Moodle where videos could
be uploaded. Either way, all materials will be recorded for reporting and to distribute further to
the project’s audiences.

3.5.- Promotional materials
A brochure was produced at the beginning of the project with the aim of presenting the project
to the general public, reaching not only professionals but also all stakeholders in the project’
sector. The brochure has been broadly used as a dissemination material in fairs, congresses,
exhibitions and many other events.
The brochure has been updated recently (Figure 10) with new information about the project’s
three main demonstrators and a new graphic design in order to be more appealing to the reader.
Brochures have been produced in two formats, digital for the website, and in printable format.
On the other hand, a poster has been designed (Figure 11) to be used by partners when they
attend to fairs and congresses, exhibitions, workshops or other events. The poster follows the
14
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same content structure as the brochure and highlights the three demonstrators developed within
the project.
Regarding the language of the promotional materials, the brochure and poster are both in English,
but any partner of the project translate it into their own language if they do any dissemination
activity in their own country.

Figure 10. Screenshot of the brochure's redesign.
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Figure 10: Screenshot of the poster design.

3.6.- Social Media
A twitter account was created at the beginning of the OptIntegral project to increase the impact
of OptIntegral activities but, unfortunately, it was hidden recently because due to the project’s
high confidentiality and trade secrets it was not possible to maintain a regular posting frequency.
16
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However, different partners have been announcing and promoting OptIntegral in their corporate
accounts from time to time (see figure 12).

Figure 11: Examples of twitter posts on the project from partner’s accounts

In July 2017 and September 2017, Eurecat will prepare batteries of tweets to be regularly
published in their corporate twitter account until the end of the project. The contents will include
the latest news on the project, news about the project participation at the TOLAE Workshop and
promote the open webinars, among other topics. The tweets will be shared with partners, who will
be able to adopt and adjust the messages and publish them in their channels.

3.7.- Publications
Writing publications is an important strategy to engage with academia researching in the field of
TOLAE, as well as to gain recognition and acknowledgement as experts in a particular field at
national and international levels. Recently, VTT published the following publication:


R2R process for integrating LEDs on flexible substrate: The paper discusses the
manufacturing process development and results with a manufacturing trial of
demonstrator processed in roll-toroll hybrid manufacturing with good yield (VTT). The
paper was written for the IMAPS Nordic & IEEE CPMT Nordic 2017 Conference on
Microelectronics Packaging, taking place this June on Gothenburg, Sweden.

For months 25-36, OptIntegral partners have planned to write the following papers:


In-mould hybrid integration process for LED device: paper describing the developed
R2R moulding process (VTT) and eco-efficiency analysis of the process
(Eurecat). Work based on Wristlight demo.



2k moulding of RGB display: paper describing the developed R2R moulding process
(VTT) and demonstrated benefits on thermal performance of the display achieved with
2K approach. Work based on RGB demo (VTT&NEO).
17
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Advanced flexible foil for RGB display: paper describing the foil development
(multilayer, Cu conductors) and demonstrated benefits on RGB display (transparency,
multilayer structure, and resistance on printed conductors). Work based on RGB
demo (VTT&NEO).

3.8.- Activities in partners channels
Partners also contributed to increase the visibility of the OptIntegral project through their
corresponding institutional websites. Lumycomp, VTT, Eurecat, AENOR (now UNE) and
Megatex displayed information the project on their corporate websites (see figures 13, 14,
15, 16 and 17). Some partners also used their websites to publish press releases (see section 3.9.
Media) in their language to increase the project’s reach.
On the other hand, AENOR (now UNE) promoted the project twice in their corporate
magazine distributed internally and externally (figures 18 and 19) and Eurecat announced the
participation of the project in the 5th KO-EU NanoWorkshop and Summit in their internal
communications newsletter (figure 20).

Figure 12: OptIntegral project mentioned on Lumycomp webpage.
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Figure 13: Press release on the project published on VTT’s webpage

Figure 14: Description of OptIntegral project on Eurecat's website
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Figure 16: Description of the OptIntegral project in Eurecat's website

Figure 15: Short description of the project on AENOR's website (now UNE)
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Figure 17: Description of OptIntegral project on Megatex's website
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Figure 17. Page 14 of AENOR's (now UNE) monthly magazine announcing OptIntegral as one of the
H2020 projects in which the company participates (February 2015)
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Figure 19: Page 23 of AENOR's (now UNE) monthly magazine including a description of the project
(March 2015)
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Figure 20: Screenshot of Eurecat's internal newsletter released in October 2016
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3.9.- Media
Appearing on the media has been recognized as a key activity to reach most groups of targeted
stakeholders. In the framework of the project, partners have been writing press releases at regular
intervals.
A first press release was produced at the beginning of the project, focusing on giving an
overview of the project and its possible outputs. The press released was distributed among
partners, who adapted it to distribute it in their language:
OptIntegral – An EU Horizon 2020 Project
“OptIntegral project has been launched to develop advanced LED advertising displays using
in-mould hybrid integration of TOLAE (Thin, Organic and Large Area Electronics) and
photonics components. The project will combine the intrinsic TOLAE benefits of thin lightweight
bendable structures and in-mould integration with automated high reproducibility assembly, to
produce a revolutionary optical design concept that brings better display resolution, lower costs
and energy saving.
The aim of OptIntegral is to prove the viability of the technology, and demonstrate the flexibility,
sustainability, and cost effectiveness of this revolutionary manufacturing process. This should
enable a wide range of diverse LED display products to be manufactured competitively within
the EU labour market.
OptIntegral will initially develop three different large area display prototypes - 3D glasses-free,
lightpipe and backlit - for retail, transportation and hospitality sectors. These prototype
displays will be manufactured and demonstrated by three European SME, and will be evaluated
using recent developments in eye-tracking and EEG. We expect the superior performance
difference identified across both communication and metacommunication to facilitate the
introduction of TOLAE based products into what are highly competitive markets.
In addition, three current LED Display Manufacturers in the EU will enlarge their portfolio to
set up pilot manufacturing lines and co-develop demonstrators adapted to their customers’
needs. The novel processes used in OptIntegral, combining Roll-to-Sheet and Roll-to-Roll
manufacture of flexible electronics with In-mould hybrid integration of the optoelectronics
within the optics, will open the way to a wide choice of materials and process designs. This,
along with a program of social impact evaluation, will be achieved during the 3 year timescale
of the project, with the goal to be on the market with a sound, fully-supported business case one
year after the end of the project.
OptIntegral: a three year project which started on 1st February 2015, has secured secure €
5,675,337 of European funding. The consortium comprise nine European partners from 5
European countries including EURECAT Centre Tecnològic de Catalunya (EURECAT),
Simulacions Optiques S.L.(SNELL) and Asociación Española de Normalización y Certificación
(AENOR) from Spain, VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT) and Neonelektro Oy
(NEO) from Finland, LumyComp Design Ltd. (LUMY) and Megatex Commerce
Ltd.(MEGATEX) from Bulgaria, Holografika Hologramelőállító Fejlesztő és Forgalmazó
Kft.(HOLOGRAFIKA) from Hungary and University of Bath (UBATH) from the UK. “
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On the other hand, VTT wrote and published a press release in their website, which received
some media coverage in Sweden and abroad (figures 21-24) and Eurecat mentioned the project
on their press release about their assistance in LOPEC 2019 (see figure 25, 26).

Figure 21: Press release in VTT website http://www.vttresearch.com/media/news/making-ledilluminated-advertisements-light-and-flexible

Figure 22: Media coverage from the VTT press release INDICATE ORIGIN (media outlet, date of
publishing)
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Figure 23: VTT press release published at Techfrag http://techfrag.com/2015/04/28/vttdeveloping-3d-led-advertisement-boards/

Figure 24: VTT press release published at Printed Electronics World
http://www.printedelectronicsworld.com/articles/7763/making-led-illuminated-advertisements-light-andflexible
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Figure 25: Press release mentioning OptIntegral published on Eurecat's website
https://eurecat.org/en/lopec-eurecat/
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Figure 26: Eurecat's press release published on Interempresas
http://www.interempresas.net/Electronica/Articulos/184015-La-principal-feria-de-electronica-impresa-deEuropa-premia-la-tecnologia-de-Eurecat.html

For the following months until the end of the project, partners plan to continue writing press
releases at a regular pace coinciding on the release of new developments, attendance at fairs and
congresses and the organization of the November training workshop.
The Consortium plans to write press releases in the following areas:
-

Flexible LED displays: press release on the transparent and flexible LED displays
developed using in-mold hybrid integration by VTT (VTT).
Open Webinars: press release promoting the training webinars to engage online
registrations.
Project finalization / Solutions ready: press release on the main training results and
impact (Eurecat).

Press releases are distributed among partners, which can make them circulate throughout their
communication channels. The press release writing plan can be modified according to changes
on the project’s development.
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4.- CALENDAR
The detailed dissemination and communication actions for June 2017 – January 2018 will be implementing following the below calendar:

ACTIONS

PARTNER

Brochure Redesign

Eurecat

X

Poster Creation

Eurecat

X

IMAPS Nordic & IEEE CPMT VTT
Nordic 2017 Conference

Jun 2017

Aug 2017

Sep 2017

Oct 2017

Holografika

X

Automotive Interiors

Eurecat

X

OPTOEL17

SNELL

X

Twitter Statements

Eurecat

Twitter Statements

Eurecat
X

X

X
X

Display Summit 2017

Holografika

X

EQUIPLAST

Eurecat

X

Eurecat

Jan 2018

X

Eurecat

METALMADRID+COMPOSITE

Dec 2017

X

Press Release Open Webinars

Preparation and Execution Open All
Webinars

Nov 2017

X

GPU Day 2017

European TOLAE Workshop (prep All
and execution)

Jul 2017

X

X

X
X
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VTT Demonstration Event
Transparent and flexible LED
displays

VTT / NEO

Press release Final Results

Eurecat

X

Holografika Demos

Holografika

X

Website Final Update

Eurecat

Flexible LED displays

VTT

X

X
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

VTT / NEO

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Paper: Advanced flexible foil for RGB VTT / NEO
display

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Jul 2018

Aug 2018

Paper: In-mould hybrid integration VTT / Eurecat
process for LED device
Paper: 2k moulding of RGB display

Communication and Dissemination actions after the finalization of the project include:

ACTIONS

PARTNER

Feb 2018

Integrated Systems Europe

Holografika

X

SID Display Week, I-Zone

Holografika

Mar 2018

Apr 2018

May 2018

Jun 2018

Sep 2018

X
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5.- ANNEXES
This section includes other material (photos, presentations, brochures, conference programs, etc.)
used by partners in fairs, congresses and other events:


Hot Topics in 3D: photo of a member from Holografika giving a presentation at the
conference.



AV and systems integration Tech specialists: screenshot of the presentation used by
MEGA and LUMY at the event.
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In Mould Electronics Conference: screenshot of the slide of the presentation
mentioning OptIntegral used by Eurecat at the event.



Networking event at Fraunhofer EMFT premises: presentation used at the meeting,
where Optintegral project was included. Only the basics of the technology were shown
for confidentiality reasons.



iMiD 2016 16th International Meeting on Information Display: screenshots of the
presentation “3D Immersion Without Headgear” about Holografika’s research on 3D
advertisement displays part of the OptIntegral project.
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IMAPS Nordic & IEEE CPMT Nordic 2017 Conference on Microelectronics
Packaging: IMAPS program including the conference by VTT “R2R Process for
Integrating Leds On Flexible Substrate”.
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Optics & Photonics Days 2017: program including the conference by VTT “Optical
features on printed electronics by hybrid integration”.
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Printed Electronics Europe: program including the conference by VTT “In-mould
hybrid integration process for LED displays”.
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